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NBC’S ‘Parks
and Recreation’ 

Says Farewell

Viewers said farewell to Amy Poehler and the 
gang of Pawnee, Indiana, bureaucrats on NBC’s 

more of a dent online than on television.

seven seasons on the air. While it was the show’s 
biggest audience in two years, it ranked only No. 

any other program on television, including AMC’s 
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of its airing.

scripted shows were all series that debuted 
within the past year.

9.2 million viewers. NBC had 6.4 million, ABC had 

AMC was the week’s most popular cable 

9.7 million viewers last week, ABC’s “World News 
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Andrew Lack in 
Talks to Return

to NBC

Brian Williams for misleading viewers about his 
experiences covering the Iraq War.

in a lead role at the NBC News Group, which 
includes NBC News, MSNBC and CNBC.
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reported in Variety on Tuesday. A spokesman at 

currently runs, did not immediately return a call 
for comment.

he replaced Michael Gartner as NBC News chief 

spending six years there before becoming 

Governors, a federal agency, last year.

He would bring extensive news experience in 

background mostly in entertainment and NBC 
News President Deborah Turness came to the 
network from ITV News in Great Britain. Both are 

The biggest issue Lack would immediately face 
is the future of Williams, currently the target of 

where he may have told untrue or exaggerated 

feelings, even within NBC News, about whether 
Williams would ever be able to return as the 





couple of months last fall. Turness engineered 
the replacement of David Gregory as “Meet the 

viewers last fall when medical correspondent 

CNBC and MSNBC also present challenges, 

had stopped relying on the Nielsen company, 
the industry standard for measuring viewership. 
CNBC has long contended Nielsen’s failure to 

its audience, but the network has also been 
challenged by the business world’s increased 

view or more straight news.





Veronica Roth 
Working on New 

Series; 1St Book
Due in 2017

Veronica Roth fans can start the countdown.

told The Associated Press on Monday. The books 

beyond saying the series is in “the vein of ̀ Star 

with an enemy.

“Both desperate to escape their oppressive 

In a recent email to the AP, Roth wrote that 
“The idea started with a character. All the other 





and John Green’s books helped perpetuate the 

teen heroine Tris Prior, came out a year ago and 

it in her jammies while on winter break from 

world’s most popular authors.

“I think I’d have to be a robot not to occasionally 

joy to work on.

a certain way only to cut them and start again. 
I’ve stepped away for a while, to work on other 

of comfortable pants and snack foods. It’s all 





Pop Channel 
Bringing

Daytime Emmys 
Ceremony Back

to TV

television with a new home on the Pop channel.

TV Guide Network, made the announcement 
Monday. The ceremony will air live from a Warner 
Bros. studio soundstage.

cable news channel HLN for two years.

In a statement, Pop channel President Brad 
Schwartz said adding such live events is among 
the ways the rebranded channel will grow.

host was not announced.
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VAULTS APPARENTLY BEING BUILT IN
APPLE STORES 

The ever-popular Apple CEO, Tim Cook, has 
been turning yet more heads recently - as 
well as pricking a fair few ears. That's partly 
because he has been touring Europe, paying 
a visit to Apple's Covent Garden retail store in 
London, as well as heading to Germany to visit 
Chancellor Angela Merkel. But in the process, 
he has also been revealing more about one 
of the most eagerly awaited wearables of all 

.

following a March 9 launch event - but in 

onslaught of products and demand. Cook 

just what the Watch will be able to do - and 
they don't necessarily neatly correspond 
with previous reports.
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about his own Watch - yes, that's right, he's 
already wearing one - was that his constant 
use of it extended to even wearing it in the 
shower, at least according to the translated 
version of iGen.fr. This contradicts the 

suited to such a watery environment, but if 
true, it indicates that it will be delivered with 
previously unknown water-resistant features. 

newspaper on his visit to the Covent Garden 
store, Cook also revealed that the device was 
"designed to be able to replace car keys" - 

, those wishing to 
unlock the doors of their vehicle will be able 
to elegantly do so with their wearable.

Although not all of the features that were 
once planned for the Apple Watch - such 

version that lands in our hands in the coming 
few months, that doesn't prevent future 

If a car unlocking feature does get added to 

aim by the company to improve car keys, 

iPhone.  It would also help to make some 
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sense out of the recent rumors that Apple 
is developing its own car under the 'Project 
Titan' banner.

All of this shouldn't lead us to conclude 

burgeoning wearables market. It's clear, for 

health features, from heart rate monitoring 

, 
reminding them to stand up and go for a walk.  
Credits will even be rewarded to those who 
reach their metabolic targets.

The Watch will also be able to double up as 
an ultra-safe and secure credit card, thanks 
to the emergence of Apple Pay, with the 

the goods that the wearer is purchasing or 
their price. Cook has also promised message 

to urgent messages - such as a family 

the special magnet technology of what Cook 
has described as an "incredible" charger - 

beauty. Considering all of these perks, it 
shouldn't be a big shock that Cook would 
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now struggle to live without it - declaring 

incredible just to do this.

"This will be just like the iPhone: people 

perhaps for browsing, but then found out that 
they loved it for all sorts of other reasons."
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Cook wasn't journeying around Apple's 
European retail stores just to rouse morale 
- by all accounts, it remains so high that 
he barely needs to. He was also there to 
talk about the challenge that the Watch's 
release will undoubtedly cause to these 
retail stores, as they aim to keep giving 
customers the incredible and seamless in-
store experience that they are used to from 
the Californian giant.
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never sold anything as a company that people 
could try on before" - something that may 
necessitate "tweaking the experience in the 
store". The buck there stops with the ex-
Burberry boss and woman who now oversees 
Apple's stores, Angela Ahrendts, to whose 
work Cook has paid handsome tribute.

ensure that best possible experience, the 
Watch will only be available to buy at launch 
from Apple itself, and not from such non-
Apple stores as BestBuy or Walmart, at least 

, a Cult 

likely wants to keep the selling experience on 

what an Apple Watch is."

That report also indicated apparent Apple 
plans to house the expensive gold versions 
of the Watch in dedicated vaults in Apple 

pricier devices through glass cases. Backing 
up Cook's words, the report also stated that 
"customers will be able to ask specialists to try 

are also supposedly planned so that the Apple 
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the big launch... but that hasn't stopped 

imagined, on account of the bands, storage 
cases and other extras that buyers will also 
inevitably fork out for.

That could mean that the luxury version of 

big jump on the £4,999 that was previously 

version of the Watch hasn't been ruled out 

revenue purely from the gold variant.

eventually prices the Watch, it is unlikely 

luxury and couture product design company 

of the yet-to-be-released smartwatch have 
been announced by the company, which it is 

an exclusive clientele worldwide." 

If you decide to go for one of these Brikk 
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38mm and 42mm, as well as of such colours 
as 24-karat yellow gold, 18-karat pink gold and 

various bands to choose from. All three of the 

- are prepared via the disassembly of Apple 

"state-of-the-art laboratory".
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ahead for all fans of wearables and all things 
Apple. The wider wearables market might 
even "explode" as a result of the Watch's 

among those back in 2010 to see the iPad 

now expressed his belief that "

."

We would certainly be hard-pressed to 
disagree with him. Brace yourself for a 2015 
that promises to be all about the Apple 
Watch, at least as much as 2007 was about 
the iPhone and 2010 was about the iPad.  

by Benjamin Kerry & Gavin Lenaghan
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Shawn Ashmore 
on Job Security 
Uncertainty on

‘The Following’

knows that it’s not the kind of gig that provides              
job security.

has a high body count.

Actor Shawn Ashmore is one of the lucky ones. 

the beginning of the series.

“We looked at the group cast photo from 
season one and there’s not that many people 

just the kind of show that we make and we knew 

Bacon’s Ryan Hardy, who spent years obsessed 
with catching Carroll, is moving forward with his 
life and actually happy.
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Weston, however, is obsessed with revenge 

Ashmore says at the start of the series, Weston 

Ryan went through before we meet him at the 
start of the show. With Mike Weston we actually 
see the process that Ryan went through. These 
characters are mirroring each other and in season 

There are changes behind the scenes as well. 

because Mahoney and Hawley were writers on 
season two while Siega has been with the show 

aspects in terms of storytelling. Season two we 
knew who we were chasing, whereas season 
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FILM IS A KEY TEST OF SMITH'S
STAR POWER 

was enough to make
the Glenn Ficarra and John Requa directed 

Image:   Frank Masi
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is 

Hollywood

HOW FOCUS PLAYED WITH THE 

love and hate it



the 

shrewdly recasts
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intractable form of epilepsy, Dravet Syndrome. 

terror of watching their child seize up will pass or 
turn fatal.

Her Boise, Idaho, family learned that oil extracted 
from marijuana had helped other children and 
wanted to see if it would help Alexis too.

“Parent to parent, when you’re in a small 

But Idaho’s stringent marijuana laws do not allow 
for medicinal use. The family began lobbying 
lawmakers to decriminalize the oil almost two 

backers and an upcoming hearing, as Idaho joins 
a larger movement to loosen laws to allow the 
use of marijuana extract oil.

banning medical marijuana. Virginia legalized the 

diseases consume edible marijuana products, 

when a Colorado family fought and won for 
access for their daughter who also had Dravet 
Syndrome. It is similar to hemp oil, which is legal 
in Idaho and can be bought in grocery stores.

With no known cure for Dravet Syndrome, 

can permanently damage a child’s developing 
liver, kidneys and other organs.

extract of marijuana, argue that it reduces the 
amount and length of seizures in children.
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relies on.

“Like any parent, you never give up hope that 

“Children die from Dravet by any one of the 
seizures. Alexis could have a seizure that may not 

Alexis began having seizures when she was two 

a lack of awareness of the disease led to many 

control when she was 2 that doctors determined 
she had Dravet Syndrome, Carey said.

Since then, Alexis’ parents have put her on a 

the seizures but the disease is tricky to manage. 

Alexis’ seizures usually occur at night, which 
means one of her parents regularly sleep with her 

Alexis requires constant supervision. While most 

going up and down stairs.

controlled Legislature has been easier than 

have warmed up to the idea, she said.
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This year, the bill is endorsed by Republicans 

for clearance.

The measure unanimously passed the Senate 

means it now goes on to a full hearing in front of 

legalize marijuana for any purpose.
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Julianne and
Derek Hough to

Hip The Road
Again this

Summer

Sibling performers Derek and Julianne Hough 
have a busy summer ahead.

dance and sing before a live audience.

tour dates, bigger venues, all new choreography 

with audience members during the show.
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“We want everybody to be up on their feet, 

phone interview.

She says they haven’t started rehearsing for 

She’s returning to judge on “Dancing with the 

at Radio City Music Hall.

“Trust me, nobody was more surprised than 



Movies
TV Shows& Rotten Tomatoes

28%
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Serena

This Susanne Bier directed period drama 
stars Jennifer Lawrence and Bradley Cooper 
as newlyweds running a timber business in 
1930s North Carolina. George Pemberton 
(Cooper) struggles to keep his timber 
empire afloat, his life becoming even more 
complicated when his wife, Serena (Lawrence) 
learns that she cannot bear children.

FIVE FACTS:

1. Serena is based on Ron Rash’s 2008 novel of 
the same name. 

2. The film was originally to be directed by 
Darren Aronofsky, with Angelina Jolie as the 
title character. 

3. Lawrence and Cooper got along so well on 
Silver Linings Playbook that they decided to 
join forces again on Serena. 

4. Filming took place at Barrandov Studios in 
the Czech Republic from March to May 2012. 

5. The movie premiered at the BFI London 
Film Festival on October 13, 2014. 

by Susanne Bier
Genre: Drama
Released: 2015
Price: $9.99 (Rent HD)

106 Ratings

Trailer
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Interview with the Cast and Crew
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Maps to the Stars

David Cronenberg directs this unforgettable 
satirical drama, which focuses on the 
unraveling life and career of Hollywood 
actress Havana Segrand (Julianne Moore). 
John Cusack plays her therapist, while a 
mysterious young woman called Agatha (Mia 
Wasikowska) befriends a limo driver (Robert 
Pattinson) and irrevocably ties all of their 
lives together.

FIVE FACTS:

1. Olivia Williams, Sarah Gadon and Evan Bird 
also star. 

2. The screenplay was written by Bruce 
Wagner. 

3. Initial plans for making the film with 
Cronenberg fell through, leading Wagner to 
write a novel, entitled Dead Stars, based 
on the Maps to the Stars script.

4. The movie is the second consecutive 
collaboration between Cronenberg and 
Pattinson, after Cosmopolis. 

5. It is the first Cronenberg film to be shot 
in the United States.

Rotten Tomatoes

64%

by David Cronenberg
Genre: Thriller
Released: 2015
Price: $14.99

53 Ratings
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Trailer
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Interview with the Cast and Crew
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Music

I Don’t Fuck With You
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Genre: Hip-Hop/Rap
Released: Feb 24, 2015
15 Songs
Price: $13.99

2027 Ratings

Dark Sky Paradise 
(Deluxe)
Big Sean
It’s a noticeably moodier Big Sean who greets 
us from the outset of this, his third studio 
album, which sees the rapper joined by such 
guest talents as Kanye West, Chris Brown, 
Drake, Ty Dollar Sign and John Legend. West 
was also largely responsible for the album’s 
production, alongside the likes of DJ Mustard, 
Vinylz and Mike WiLL Made-It.

FIVE FACTS:

1. Big Sean is the stage name of Sean 
Michael Leonard Anderson. 

2. He was born in Santa Monica, California on 
March 25, 1988. 

3. His debut album was Finally Famous in 
2011. 

4. Lead single “I Don’t Fuck With You” topped 
the US Billboard Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Songs, 
Hot Rap Songs and Rhythmic charts. 

5. According to Samantha O’Connor of 
Exclaim!, “Big Sean has reached a personal 
high by finding his Dark Sky Paradise, 
and it’s his honesty that takes listeners there 
with him.”
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Interview with Big Sean
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Skrillex and Diplo 
Present Jack Ü
Skrillex & Diplo
Skrillex and Diplo release their first album 
as a duo under the Jack Ü banner, complete 
with a lead single - “Take Ü There” - that 
features Canadian musician Kiesza. Other 
guests on the dance and house infused
album include Justin Bieber, Missy Elliott, 
AlunaGeorge and 2 Chainz.

FIVE FACTS:

1. Jack Ü formed in 2013, and consists of
Mad Decent founder Diplo and OWSLA 
founder Skrillex. 

2. The duo’s debut performance as Jack Ü 
was at the Mad Decent Block Party in San 
Diego on September 15 of that year. 

3. Diplo has said that Skrillex “was one of
the first producers I met when I moved to
LA… we just [have] always been really close 
musically with our ideas.” 

4. Kiesza was asked to contribute vocals 
to “Take Ü There” after the duo heard her 
vocals at a show where they were due to 
perform in Ibiza, Spain.

5. They recorded her in their hotel room 
and finished the song in one night.
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Take Ü There

Genre: Dance
Released: Feb 24, 2015
10 Songs
Price: $8.99

700 Ratings

Skrillex

Diplo
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Interview with Skrillex and Diplo
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John Legend took to the stage in Bahrain on 

“When you look at me you might see 

also the descendant of slaves... but we fought 

While not addressing the turmoil in Bahrain 

“to celebrate art and its power to bring us 

“I feel like it’s part of my job to express myself 
freely and passionately about the issues that 

in support.

Singer
John Legend
Talks About
Justice at
Bahrain
Concert
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“A just society is not one built on fear or 
repression or vengeance or exclusion, but one 

out in support of freedom of expression and civil 

of the Shiite majority demanding a greater say 

protesters have been jailed and dozens killed in 

In a statement to The Independent newspaper 
before the concert, Legend addressed calls for 
him to back out of the Bahrain show, and said 

human rights, civil rights and other issues of 

than others. He told The Associated Press that he 
is a fan and welcomes Legend to the country, but 

“I am not against any kind of cultural event 
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UPTOWN FUNK (FEAT. BRUNO MARS)
MARK RONSON

THINKING OUT LOUD
ED SHEERAN

LOVE ME LIKE YOU DO
(FROM “FIFTY SHADES OF GREY”)
ELLIE GOULDING

FOURFIVESECONDS
RIHANNA AND KANYE WEST AND PAUL MCCARTNEY

EARNED IT
(FROM “FIFTY SHADES OF GREY”)
THE WEEKND

STYLE
TAYLOR SWIFT

TIME OF OUR LIVES
PITBULL

TAKE ME TO CHURCH
HOZIER

GDFR (FEAT. SAGE THE GEMINI & LOOKAS)
FLO RIDA

I WANT YOU TO KNOW
(FEAT. SELENA GOMEZ)
ZEDD
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FIFTY SHADES OF GREY
(ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACK)
VARIOUS ARTISTS

1989
TAYLOR SWIFT

X (DELUXE EDITION)
ED SHEERAN

SMOKE + MIRRORS
IMAGINE DRAGONS

SPRING BREAK...CHECKIN’ OUT
LUKE BRYAN

SOUND & COLOR
ALABAMA SHAKES

MONTEVALLO
SAM HUNT

AMERICAN BEAUTY / AMERICAN PSYCHO
FALL OUT BOY

PIECE BY PIECE (DELUXE VERSION)
KELLY CLARKSON

IN THE LONELY HOUR (DELUXE VERSION)
SAM SMITH
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UPTOWN FUNK (FEAT. BRUNO MARS)
MARK RONSON

SHAKE IT OFF
TAYLOR SWIFT

BLANK SPACE
TAYLOR SWIFT

STYLE
TAYLOR SWIFT

ALL ABOUT THAT BASS
MEGHAN TRAINOR

ONE LAST TIME
ARIANA GRANDE

FIRST KISS
KID ROCK

LIVING FOR LOVE
MADONNA

LIPS ARE MOVIN 
MEGHAN TRAINOR

HAPPY (FROM DESPICABLE ME 2)
PHARRELL WILLIAMS
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THE DISTANCE
THE WALKING DEAD, SEASON 5

IT’S ALL MY FAULT
HOW TO GET AWAY WITH MURDER, SEASON 1

THE WANDERER
VIKINGS, SEASON 3

THE NIGHT LILA DIED
HOW TO GET AWAY WITH MURDER, SEASON 1

HERO
BETTER CALL SAUL, SEASON 1

STARING AT THE END
GREY’S ANATOMY, SEASON 11

CONNECTION LOST
MODERN FAMILY, SEASON 6

INTENT
SUITS, SEASON 4

THEM
THE WALKING DEAD, SEASON 5

THE INTIMACY ACCELERATION
THE BIG BANG THEORY, SEASON 8
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THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN
PAULA HAWKINS

FIFTY SHADES DARKER
E L JAMES

FIFTY SHADES OF GREY
E L JAMES

FIFTY SHADES FREED
E L JAMES

A THOUSAND ACRES
JANE SMILEY

AMERICAN SNIPER
CHRIS KYLE AND OTHERS

FIFTY SHADES TRILOGY BUNDLE
E L JAMES

THE NIGHTINGALE
KRISTIN HANNAH

STILL ALICE
LISA GENOVA

GONE GIRL
GILLIAN FLYNN
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Ciao Milan, It’s 
Bonjour for Paris 

Fashion Week

The world’s largest traveling circus of fashion 
editors, models, buyers and journalists has 

wear fashion season.

by rising star Anthony Vaccarello, who has been 

line, Versus.

Here’s a look at the highlights:





talents, Vaccarello has made a name for himself 

being vulgar. So the announcement this January 
that Vaccarello would get together with his 
spiritual sister Donatella Versace to work on her 

in heaven.

exactly why he’s been tapped by the Italian  

boots with lashings of black leather and suede. 

dress was adorned with sexy belt fastenings. 

Vaccarello universes.

towered high for decades as one of the pillars 

The show will be inaugurated by Paris’ Mayor 
Anne Hidalgo and celebrates Lanvin as being the 





At their strong debut show in Paris, brand 
founders Jenny Mannerheim and Ilan Delouis 

of menswear to a highly cool showing of linear 
styles. With a funky, contemporary art space 

Goethe quote on the wall, it’s clear this house 
is trying to set itself up as a space where art     
meets fashion.

It worked.

Dark, silken jumpsuits with round collars 
contrasted with the sharp lapels and square 
shoulders of a menswear tuxedo. Subtle chevron 
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this week in Barcelona, Spain, Apple is 
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APPLE'S REMOTE PRESENCE:

at 
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Apple is seeking to show that people can 





THE ORIGINAL:











DEFENDING REGULATION:
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Franco, Gere Movies 
Among Entries at 

Tribeca Film Festival

documentaries on Cuban muscle cars, New 

a wide spectrum of subjects, including “Indian 





But documentaries have become known as 

longest train route in America.








